GET TO GRIPS WITH THE ENERGY TRANSITION

BRICKER contributes to implementing targeted and cost effective
retrofitting strategies. Tools, techniques and resources have been
developed to help navigate the latest in building know-how
and businesses models, as well as understand continuous
operation strategies and their costs.

BRICKER IMPACT: annual savings at demonstration sites
applying measures in various climate zones

Savings (%)

Buildings in EU27 Member States represent up to 24 billion m2
of floor space, responsible for 40% of Europe’s energy
consumption and 36% of CO2 emissions – both key contributors
to climate change. In response, a number of European directives
promoting energy efficiency and ambitious goals for achieving
nearly zero energy buildings will be enforced in the coming years.
Public buildings are expected to meet these challenges and act as
frontrunners for change.
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The results of four and half years research and demonstration
activities are now being made available to help local authorities
and professionals work faster and with more confidence to meet
national and European energy goals. BRICKER’s retrofitting solution
package is a proven basis for reducing energy consumption
in non-residential buildings.
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* final simulation
** Primary energy conversion factor for electricity from the grid in Turkey: 2.36

BENEFITING FROM BRICKER
A series of active and passive solutions have been developed and tested in two real world demonstration buildings (Liege and Aydin) and
a simulation case study (Caceres). These are located in different countries, with different end-users and with different local renewable energies
available to show the vital ingredients for success and technology transfer can travel easily.
To transfer the vital ingredients of these energy efficient practices quickly and effectively, BRICKER makes technology integration, guidance
for implementation and technology transfer support available to you.
The following key audiences may benefit from discovering more:
• Energy service companies
• Public building owners
• Private building owners
• Engineering companies

• Architects
• Investors
• Insurance companies

• Policy makers
• Building users
• Research Community

Helping you work faster and with more confidence
BRICKER system insights
Envelope retrofitting solutions for energy
demand reduction

• Climate zone customisation
• A range of environmental conditions
• Made-to-measure façades
• Innovative insulation materials
• High performance aerating windows

Zero emission energy production technologies

• Climate and environment customisation
• Renewable tri-generation systems including, Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) cogeneration
units, parabolic through collectors, biomass boilers, adsorption units
• Focus on locally available renewable sources, like biomass or solar

Integration and operation strategies

• Guidance for design, commissioning and maintenance
• Integration of the new and the existing systems in an overall new control strategy to serve
the building energy demand

Modelling and simulation

• Energy model implementation
• Quantifying initial energy demand of the building
• KPI definition

Building monitoring

• Control strategies
• User behaviour considerations
• Environmental impacts evaluation

Standards and regulation

• European and national regulations and standards
• Energy Performance Certifications

MULTIPLE TECHNOLOGY BEST PRACTICES UNCOVERED
Concentrated Solar Power (CSP)

Ventilation through breathing windows

Solar collectors heats thermal oil contained in a tube positioned
at the focus point of the parabola to carefully identified optimum
temperatures ranging between 200 and 250°C. The hot oil then
feeds an ORC turbine to generate electricity and heat.

BRICKER proposes an innovative solution offering decentralised ventilation
able to be integrated into building features. It works by balancing inbound
and outbound airflow in such a way that it reduces heating and cooling
requirements—a principle called balanced heat recovery – and improves
indoor air quality. The advantage of this system is that it can be added
to building envelope components such as windows, walls, insulation
materials, terminal heating and cooling units and lintels.

Key BRICKER takeaway: The projects’
tried and tested public tender
process resources help to accelerate
scalable production of easy to install
PTC=Parabolic Through Collectors.

Key BRICKER takeaway: This ventilation
system gives improved energy savings
through heat recovery and high levels
of indoor comfort and air quality. Also, a
lack of intrusive tubes or shafts reduces
installation and maintenance costs while
being highly respectful of existing and
heritage architecture.

Renewable co-generation
Able to convert the solar or biomass heated fluid into electricity
and residual heat, a technology called Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC)
works at much lower temperatures than standard vapour or gas
turbines, so its field of application is well focused for large public
buildings. One ORC unit designed and manufactured in the BRICKER
Project is capable to generate a power output of around 100 kilowatts.
Waste heat with a temperature between 60 and 70°C is ideal to feed
the heating system of the building.
Key BRICKER takeaway: An ORC unit
fed by a biomass boiler at the Liege
demonstration site generates both heat
and electricity as part of a combination
of passive and active solutions
achieving 61% primary energy savings.
Renewable co-generation co-generation turning local renewable resources into
heat and electricity: a biomass-fed co-generation (Belgian case) and solar-fed
cogeneration (Turkish case)

Integrated window ventilation

Passive solutions with unique properties
The Belgian BRICKER site used an innovative insulating system containing
what are known as phase change materials (PCM). This is a material
contained capsules, which in this case are embeded in conventional
PIR foam, capable of turning from solid into liquid while storing heat.
When this solid material becomes liquid, as the surrounding temperature
changes, it stores the heat that can be released later on when needed.
This results in a higher thermal inertia for the insulated classrooms spaces.
Key BRICKER takeaway: A smart combination of conventional
retrofitting measures, such as thermal insulation of facades and
low-e windows, innovative PCM+PIR foams and aerating windows
delivers a substantial reduction in thermal demand. Retrofitting the
envelope of Liege building reduced heating consumption by over 23%.
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